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“Cool” 
 

Measures 

Set # 

Time Counts  

1  0 Flag is stripped at tucked RS.  Left hand at ribcage. 

Don’t forget we march left first L 

2 0:00 8 March forward… 

  8 Circle left arm in, up, out and down. 

3 0:05 H8 Kick left leg up out in 2nd, look down at flag, left arm goes up to foot (1), cross 
step in front, arms go into turn prep, right with flag in front (3-4), Jump up 
and turn around, grabbing flag tip pole flat in front, land in lunged L4th (5-8) 

  H4 Drag right into left to stand up and bring flag back to tucked RS (1-4) 

4 0:09 8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Snaps on 2,4,6,8 (1-8)  *Snaps are with left hand at shoulder and 
snap forward hinging at elbow 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Snaps on 2 and 4 (Even counts) The whole time. 

  8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Release flag and unwind in front to RS (1-4), continue into back 
underrow (5-8) 

  8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Lariat in front back to RS (1-4), DT left (5-8) 

  8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Wonky arm bottom stir push out and back to RS (1-6), slow up to 
SA holding second cheater (7-8) 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Release silk and unwind with bottom stir to RS (1-6), slow up to SA 
holding second cheater (7-8) 

5 0:22 H8 ALL:  Lean with big flares, down-up, down-up (1-4), broomstick (5-6), pull 
flag over to left to do a small lariat while DT left (7-8…) 

  H8 …(1-2), small bottom stir to get hands in port spin toss (3-4), Port spin toss 
catch flag down (5-8) 

6 0:28 8 One handed toaster right (1-4), palm roll up to SA (5-6), top stir (7-8) 

  8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Hold at SA (1-8) 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Slow down to RS (1-4), continue into back underrow (5-8) 

  8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Slow down to RS (1-4), hold at RS (5-8) 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Hold at RS (1-8) 
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7 0:38 8 ALL:  Snap up to SA (1), Turn to face direction of travel while stripping flag at 
carry (2-8)  *May need to jazz run starting on 5? 

  8 Jazz run at carry (1-2), chassé on left?  bring flag tip down to Lflat (3-4), Leap 
and bring flat overhead (5-8)  

  4 Turn over right to face front and flag at carry (1-4) 

  8 Lean down and do Snaps (1-8) 

  4 Slow down to stripped RS (1-4) 

8 0:50 4 Release silk and snap up to SA (1), hold (2-4) 

  8 2ct half right butterfly (1-8) 

  8 Hold at SA (1-2), GA,C,E,G,I:  Hit RP, others hit LP (3), Switch presents (6), SA 
(7), hold (8) 

  8 2ct finish second half right butterfly (1-8) 

  4 Flare (1-4) 

9 1:02 12 Face your left:  Side rows at second cheater?  Finish up, right (1-3), left (4-6), 
right (7-9), Pull down to SA (10), hold (11-12) 

  4 Hold (1-2), Turn forward and bring tip to left for leaps with flag flat overhead 
(3-4) 

10 1:07 12 STEP RIGHT FIRST!!!  With the music, step r-l-leap 3x (1-12) 

  4 Release flag overhead overthetop to RS (1-4) 

11 1:13 8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Hold at RS (1-4), Up to SA (5), Hold (6-8) 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Up to SA(1) and turn over left shoulder to face direction.  Hold at 
SA during passthrough (1-8) 

  8 G1,3,7,8,10:  Hold (1-2), Flare (3-6), Hold (7-8) 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Hold (1-8) 

  4 G1,3,7,8,10:  RBS (1-2), RP (3), SA (4) 

G2,4,5,6,9:  Turn over left shoulder to face front (1-4) 

12 1:21 8 ALL:  2ct dropspins (1-8) 

  8 Normal dropspins (1-8) 

  6 6ct turning flare, up in back (3), SA (6) 

  4 Front row to SA, get to second cheater (1-4) 
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13 1:30 H8 Big flares with leans (1-4), broomstick (5-6), circle in front of you and behind 
you as you turn over your left shoulder… up (8) 

  H8 …down up (1-2), down up (3-4), flip a small guy to silk left flat (5-8) 

  H4 New helicopter (1-4) 

  H8 Hip circle to angle down on left (1-3), hold (4), pique toaster right into toss 
prep (5-8) 

  H8 Short 3ct toss to right flat (1-3), hold (4), front roll (5-8) 

14 1:44 8 Stirs (1-8) 

  8 Pop toss to flat (1-4), Fix hands during backrow to SA (5-8) 

15 1:50 8 2ct dropspins (1-8) 

  8 Normal dropspins (1-8) 

16 1:56 8 Tuck into airplane to right (1-4), into LBS to tucked LS (5-8) 

  8 Sweep to RS (1-4), Backrow to RS (5-8) 

17 2:02 H8 Lean with wonky arm bottom stir to toss prep (1-4), Toss short 3ct to right flat 
(5-8) 

  H5 Tuck flag at inverted low v and kick left leg like beginning (1), cross step and 
prep for turn (3-4), Jump turn with arms in 4th and land in lunged L4th arms 
in low v (5…) 

 


